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Abstract: Regression testing (RT) is an essential but an expensive activity
in software development. RT confirms that new faults/errors will not have
occurred in the modified program. RT efficiency can be improved through
an effective technique of selected only modified test cases that appropriate
to the modifications within the given time frame. Earlier, several test case
selection approaches have been introduced, but either these techniques were
not sufficient according to the requirements of software tester experts or they
are ineffective and cannot be used for available test suite specifications and
architecture. To address these limitations, we recommend an improved and
efficient test case selection (TCS) algorithm for RT. Our proposed technique
decreases the execution time and redundancy of the duplicate test cases (TC)
and detects only modified changes that appropriate to the modifications in test
cases. To reduce execution time for TCS, evaluation results of our proposed
approach are established on fault detection, redundancy and already executed
test case. Results indicate that proposed technique decreases the inclusive
testing time of TCS to execute modified test cases by, on average related to
a method of Hybrid Whale Algorithm (HWOA), which is a progressive TCS
approach in regression testing for a single product.

Keywords: Test case selection; regression testing; change detection; TCS
algorithm; test suite minimization

1 Introduction

There are several vital reasons for projects to use regression testing to make sure that software
does not interrupt the running program in the system [1–4]. Regression testing has to arrange with a
possibly enormous quantity of variations to reduce time during test case selection. A satisfactory way
of RT is to detect and select only the appropriate modified test cases in the running program that are
affected by code modifications. The main goal of RTS to reduce test suite size within a given time frame
by only selecting the tests that are affected by code modifications. Regression testing needs to be re-
executed; all existing test cases are already executed and passed before the modification is completed.
However, such an approach unreasonably deserves extra time because a number of test cases would be
recurrence each time a modification is completed [3,5,6]. The problematic area for modified parts of
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a system is called regression test selection (RTS) when extracting a modified subset of modified test
cases [3,7–9].

A common regression test case selection procedure for a particular software product is focused on
three segments, (A) the Research phase for a retest based on test case modifications, (B) the detection
of actual change for modified TC as shown in Fig. 1 the third phase (C) the assembling segment
calculation of time selection material from the running test cases collection version. To improve the
efficiency, and reduce redundancy, time and unnecessary recurrences as well as fault detected of already
executed and passed test cases need depth analysis of modified test suite [10–14]. There should be a
focus on mentioned areas as much as possible. Furthermore, there is a need for an enhanced regression
testing algorithm to detect altered or modified test cases only to provide an efficient test suite selection
approach within given time frame [15–18]. Several approaches were introduced to reduce testing time
in regression test case selection [19,20]. Therefore, lack of implementation in medium and large-
scale testing environments and some testing approaches are limited either to black box or white box
techniques [21–23]. Moreover, existing approaches are also limited either for object-oriented or service-
oriented based testing environments. Lack of efficient test case selection in literature also causes the
deficiency of testing experiments in introduced approaches throughout selection that are interrelated
to the revised portion of System Under Test (SUT) [24–27]. The number of test cases escalation to deal
with the modified changes, and at last, it turns out to be substantially challenging to execute every one
of them inside limited testing time [28,29]. The highlighted problem also needs to be addressed due
to insufficient testing environments reported in several studies [30–32]. To address, above limitations,
after assessment and experiments of our proposed approach significantly reduces the average time
without missing any fault-revealing to perform regression testing.

Regression Testing 

Test Case Minimization Test Case Selection Test Case Prioritization 

Figure 1: Regression testing

The prominent significances of this study are as follows:

� A new TC) technique using test case selection algorithm to reduce TCS time and redundancy
with fault coverage.

� An experiment was performed to verify the time reduction and effectiveness of our approach.
Results show the improvements in time reduction by adopting a two-step (test case selection
and change detection) procedure without increasing TCS time.

The main goal of this study is to reduce RTCS effort in terms of time (in seconds) and (No.
of overall test cases/total no. of modified test cases). We proposed a safe lightweight regression
test case selection technique using enhanced test case selection and change detection algorithm by
applying mapping rules (test cases change collection history, number of changes calculation, number
of modified test cases) for test suites S, SF and TS. The primary purpose of splitting test cases into
two different stages is by applying additional filters to detect (exclude Fault Detect test case, duplicate
test cases and already executed test case) from the x2 test suite.
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2 Related Work

The main purpose of this study is to introduce an enhanced regression testing approach, simplify
the test technique used, find the gaps in regression testing issues that remain to explore in depth and
address the test case repetition challenges which increase the extraordinary time and precision in test
suit selection. Presently, there are several issues need to address but most of them has been discussed
in state-of-the-art testing challenges perspectives on “regression test case selection to reduce time and
improve precision in software testing area. TCS and detection of modified test cases in regression
testing are being adopted to reduce time and improve precision.

Therefore, the lack of implementation on medium and large scale testing environments and some
testing approaches are restricted to black or white boxes. Banias [26] introduced a TCS algorithm
based on dynamic memorization programming. Therefore, the main focus was the management of a
huge amount of test cases with the allocated memory size of the system, which is not close to real
project scenarios. Souza et al. [28] recommended a search constructed algorithm, but this technique is
limited to functional and object-oriented based applications. Harikarthik et al. [30] developed a TCS
algorithm, therefore this approach discusses the test case prioritization and the proposed algorithm
was not compared with more than one approach. Delavernhe et al. [32] published a multi-objective test
case selection algorithm. Therefore, the proposed algorithm was not compared to another approach
to assess the time and effectiveness.

Beleová et al. [33] presented hardware compatibility related test cases; however, minimum and
maximum requirements of the application is not mentioned. Additionally, this algorithm is limited
to functional testing only. Sahoo and Ray [34] proposed a slicing based framework and algorithm.
Their proposed algorithm is limited to select modified test cases for WSDL files only, also proposed
algorithm results have not been compared to know the efficiency of the proposed framework and
algorithm. In 2018, Wang et al. [25] introduced RTS approach, but their approach was not compared
to relevant regression-based test case selection approaches. Chen and Zhang [35] proposed a predictive
based test case selection approach where multiple iterations have been performed on each test suite,
but results are now shown for each iteration, and the focus was only on fault detection. In 2019
Wang et al. [25] also introduced the RTS approach, but their approach was not compared to relevant
regression-based test case selection approaches. Earlier, authors have introduced RTS techniques using
BAT, HWOA and ACO by allowing for medium or large size test suite so the total time of TCS
can be evaluate and reduced efficiently [25,36–38]. Therefore, these approaches are limited either for
objected based applications or service-oriented based test cases where multiple hardcode checks have
also been performed to get expected results. To address above mentioned weaknesses and limitations,
we propose an improved and efficient test case selection algorithm for regression testing. We believe
that the enhanced test case selection and change detection algorithm of regression testing will resolve
highlighted research problems; an enhanced regression testing approach will improve testing quality.
An enhanced regression testing approach will reduce the time concerns and questions raised in this
research despite the facts. Regression testing analysis and experiments show how the regression test
case selection workflow has been adopted to address the mentioned concerns and questions that have
been proposed in our research.

3 Problem Statement

RTS is endless and immeasurable activity to execute the complete test suite. Due to this reason,
need to identify the modified test case selection by using change detection algorithm on the test case
selection procedure between modified and actual test suits.
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In next step, a dynamic algorithm requires to select only the modified and the affected parts of the
requested change for time, cost and efficiency in regression testing. Furthermore, need to improve to
avoid repetition in test case selection and an efficient regression testing approach to select an efficient
test case suite. RTS is of major concern and described as follow:

Given: A test suite S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . , sn}, a set of fault and redundant test suite SF = {sf1, sf2,
sf3, . . . , sn}, selected by change detection criterion C and final subset of TS {ts1, ts2, ts3, . . . , Tn}, that
are detected by each of the SF such that each modified test case TS (TS∈S) which covers fault of S
and SF. With total execution time �timeh.

Regression testing is vital when changes have been introduced during software enhancement.
Therefore, the more significant challenge is selecting an efficient test suite within the given time frame.
In order to select modified test cases and detect only modified changes, Fig. 2 explains and divides
one test suite into three steps. Suite1 is a combination of original and modified test cases. Suite2 detects
the modified test case affected by code changes, and Suite3 provides an actual test suite to execute,
which contains only modified test cases. In order to reduce time in test case selection and detection of
modified change, we split the initial test suite into mentioned three steps.

RTS : S > SF (1)

Total execution time � = SF : SF > TS (2)

TS : TS < SF < S (3)

Suite2

SF

S

�time
. TS

Suite1 Suite3

Figure 2: Problem statement of TCS

4 Proposed Solution

In this study, an enhanced RTCS using test case selection algorithm (modified change detection)
approach is proposed, enhancement direction proposed to reduce time and improve precision.
The tackling of the persistent uncertainty in parameter selection and determination of appropriate
regression testing approach. Preliminary findings and are presented with appropriate examples and
the proposed framework and algorithm is included in this study.

To define the effectiveness and outcome of the proposed algorithm, we introduced a framework
and algorithm with the following three steps. Therefore, to reduce three different test suites size S, SF
and TS, a total of four iterations have been performed for each test suite as 50, 100, 150, and 200
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test cases compared to propose test cases by Hybrid Whale Optimization Algorithm (HWOA) then
compare its ratio in terms of time. The main purpose is to define the workflow to get the statistical
evidence of the proposed solution compared to the HWOA algorithm.

4.1 Experimental Framework

The following test case selection and change detection framework are well-structured in a planned
manner to assist the researchers in accomplishing the research goals. Fig. 3 shows the research
framework according to the study’s objectives described in the experimental setup section for an
enhanced RT approach to select the modified test cases and detect the newly added change that
is proposed and raised the questions in this research. The stepwise phases are described below and
depicted as followed:

RTCS framework process 

Suite TSSuite S Suite SF 
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change 
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Figure 3: RTCS framework

This analysis will have examined the structure of the efficient test case selection and detection of
newly added change from test suite X while considering the role to read the activity from SUT. Each
word plays in the sentences where change collection history, number of modified changes calculation
and total number of modified test cases against SUT (System Under Test) to select modified test cases
for modified test suite X1 and X2. The planning from literature review phase consisted of three main
elements: problem formulation, literature review and identifying existing testing approach. Problem
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formulation involved the process of identifying the issues that existed in regression testing approach
that did not have solutions or if a solution was available it needed much improvement. The broad
problem addressed in this research is an enhanced regression testing approach in test case selection
and detection of modified change to reduce testing time. The problem is narrowed down to test case
selection and further narrowed down to the specific issue of detection in modified test case. The RTCS
framework is used on a medium and large scale database to detect modified test cases and significant
improvement compared to previous application on test suit selection and detection of modified test
cases in regression testing.

The framework should be well-structured in a planned manner to assist the researchers in accom-
plishing the research goals according to the given workflow. Fig. 3 shows the research framework
according to the TCS procedure raised in this study described in Fig. 1. To select the enhanced RT
technique for selection of modified test cases and detect the newly added change proposed in this
research. This analysis has examined the efficient test case selection structure and detection of newly
added change from test suite S. The primary purpose is to split one test suite into two stages to perform
efficient test case selection and detect a modified change from modified test cases. The first stage refers
to modified test cases only, while the second stage detects newly added changes in the modified test
case. We claim that using two different iterations for one test suite will provide an efficient test suite
to execute.

However, considering the role of reading the activity from SUT where change collection history,
number of modified changes calculation, and the total number of modified test cases against SUT
(System under Test) to select modified test cases produce test suite SF. The second part of the
framework shows the detection of newly added change in modified test cases where a change detection
algorithm is applied for small, medium and large scale test suites. Multiple filtered applied to exclude
duplicate, irrelevant, fault detector and already executed test cases according to the requirements to
get the updated and efficient version of modified test suite TS using the query builder. The Stanford
rich text format based library and WSDL files have been used for this purpose. It also derives
the relationships among the different components. Following is the process flow of the proposed
framework.

4.2 Implementation of RTCS Algorithm

The first stage of TCS is the selection procurement; in this stage, the test case selection and change
detection algorithm is used to select the modified change. The second stage has been introduced for
change detection to detect the newly added change in the modified part of the test case and evaluate the
proposed algorithm RTCS with quality parameter time. This segment describes the process flow and
procedures followed to achieve the objectives of the study. The process flow also defines the detailed
design of the conducted research which leads to the development of an enhanced testing approach
to diagnose issues from test case selection in regression testing, extraction of test case cases based on
regression test case selection process flow. The ultimate aim of any enhanced test case selection and
change detection testing approach is to get the needed pure vein pattern and describe its features.

The test case selection and change detection process flow in Fig. 4 is presented and then
applies a dimensionality reduction on test case repetition features using the change detection filters.
Furthermore, an application using an enhanced regression testing approach supports selecting an
efficient test suit technique. Based on test cases, selection and change detection algorithms are applied
to avoid over-fitting, yield a better generalization test suite, and improve the regression test case
technique. The novelty of this study relies on the test case selection and detection of modified change
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in regression testing for from where the test case selection extracted features are implemented based
on the test suite selection.

SUT (Original suite)
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Modified Suite

SF

Complete & 
modified suite (TS)

Change History 
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Number of 
changes 

calculation

Number of 
modified test 
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added change
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Figure 4: RTCS process flow

4.3 Test Case Selection Algorithm

In the process of TCS if the selection of test cases is stated as minor (S) level (50 test cases), which
fault reports, so this execution can be negated for the upcoming iteration. In detecting actual modified
test cases (SF) segment, duplicate, false and already executed test cases will test to get expected results
within the given time frame. The mentioned selection and detection procedure has been performed to
target only invalid test cases. To insure about mentioned criteria, the test case selection algorithm is
introduced and shown as follows:

Algorithm: SelectTestCase (S, S(F), ValidInput. ValidOutput) : S(F)’
Input: S. S’ the original/enhanced test suite,
S(F) A false test suite created to test S
Output: S(F)’- Subset of S(S’) selected for executing S(F)

begin
S(F)’=Ø

i = 1
B = Build SF from S
d = Select false test cases from S(F)
while NOT end of log file (S(F))

begin
(Continued)
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Algorithm: Continued
select di

case S1 (ValidInput = FALSE) and (ValidOutput = TRUE):
begin

Bsi = build SF from S
If InvokeProcedureCall (S, Ssi)a

break;
else if NonRedundantTestCase (di, S(F)’ b)

break:
else S(F)’ = S(F)’ + di

end
case S2 (ValidInput = FALSE) and (ValidOutput = TRUE):

begin
if NonRedundantTestCase (di, S(F), S(F)’b)

break;
else S(FY = S(F) + di,
end

case S3 (ValidInput = FALSE) and (ValidOutput = TRUE):
begin

d(S) = d(S)’ + di

End
i = i + 1
end

Return S(S)’
end

Although a ValidInput is recognized will be justified for the upcoming test suite and will remain
the same as the part of the major (SF) original and modified suite. Therefore a false and enhanced test
suite has been generated to check the redundancy for the next iteration. However, this procedure will
continue unrestrictedly for every fault test case until the method completes its detection finally.

The process of ValidInput and ValidOutput are non-compulsory of the recommended method
which demanded to be input. Furthermore, the original input of the test suite (SF) and modified input
(S’) will be responsible for result of false test cases within the given time frame and test suite.

Overall, four iterations have been performed for 50, 100, 150, 200 test cases by followed the process
mentioned in Figs. 3, 4. We can see in Figs. 5 to 8 how efficiently time has been reduced by using RTCS
algorithm, where results are well described in Tab. 1 for further analysis.

Tab. 2 shows the average calculation time for the TC selection phase as per Fig. 3 framework and
compared with the HWOA approach using average ratio time.
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Figure 5: 50 Test cases

Figure 6: 100 Test cases

Figure 7: 150 Test cases
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Figure 8: 200 Test cases

Table 1: Stepwise execution plan

Input Test case selection Data from the selected database, API and interface
Output An efficient test suite to execute after selection and detection modified test cases
Begin

Step 1: Test case selection using test case selection mapping rules
Step 2: Divide Test Suite Selection and detection test suites
Step 3: Insert test cases into the selected database to select modified test cases
Step 4: Apply change detection algorithm against selected modified test cases to
exclude duplicate/fault detector and already executed test cases from the modified test
suite.
Step 5: send the request to detect the modified test cases.
Step 6: Receive a response for the selected and modified changes from the test suite
Step 7: calculate time against of selected and detected unique test cases from modified
test suite.
Step 8: perform analysis to compare with HWOA approach on the expected result

End

Table 2: Test case selection time

Approaches Test cases

50 TC 100 TC 150 TC 200 TC

RTCS (avg time) 5 9 14 19
HWOA (avg time) 8 14 20 24
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4.4 Change Detection Algorithm

Meanwhile the modified test suite (SF) produced from the recommended approach after excluding
redundant fault detectors and already executed test cases from (S). (SF) is a set of false and redundant
test cases that need to be associated with false test case in (TS) with the same test cases numbers as
compare to HWOA. A proposed procedure named the “ChangeDetectorTestCase” algorithm is as
follows:

Algorithm: NonRedundantTestCase (TS): TRUE or FALSE
Input ti- Mark false test case,
Input �timeh- Calculate Execution time,

S(F)’- Subset of (S) selected for executing �timeh ’
Output: TRUE when t is not redundant pathway, ELSE proceeds FALSE

begin
k = 1
Cti = Generate SF from Si

tj = Detect false test cases k from SF’
Cj = Construct TS from Sj

while (NOT end of (SF) and (Cti <> Cj)
begin

j = j + 1
�timeh = �timeh + 1
Sj = Detect a false test j from (SF)’
C = Construct TS from SF

End
if (Cti == (Cj,)

Return TRUE
Return �timeh

Else Return FALSE
end

Lastly, the result will be a decreased test suit (TS) size within given time frame. Following are the
results for the execution of the mentioned algorithm in four iterations. It shows how our technique
reduces the time by splitting test case selection in the first phase compared to the HWOA technique.
Results indicates its benefits in terms of detecting case and false test suite SF can be squeezed to
generate an optimized test suite. Finally, the modified (TS) will be produced after applying multiple
filters to exclude duplicate test cases to redundancy and cases which are already executed in test suite
(SF). Finally, TS with given time Return �time and the results are presented as follows:

Maximum four iterations have been performed for 50, 100, 150, 200 test cases for change detection
by followed the process mentioned in Figs. 3, 4. We can see in Figs. 9 to 12 how proficiently time has
been reduced using a change detection algorithm where results are well described in Tab. 2 for further
analysis.

Tab. 3 explains the average calculation time for change detection phase for modified test cases as
per Fig. 3 framework and well compared with HWOA approach using average ratio time. The test case
selection and change detection algorithm can tackle the low, medium and high volume number of test
cases.
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Figure 9: 50 Test cases

Figure 10: 100 Test cases

Figure 11: 50 Test cases

Our approach have the ability to select only modified and approved test cases repetition problems
in regression testing as well as this approach able to have an enhanced regression test testing to reduce
time and improve precision within given timeframe.
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Figure 12: 50 Test cases

Table 3: Test case selection time

Approaches Test cases

50 TC 100 TC 150 TC 200 TC

RTCS (avg time) 2 5 8 10
HWOA (avg time) 5 9 11 14

5 Threats to Validity

The purpose of regression testing is to ensure that software satisfies the requested customer
requirements [21,39,40]. In this section, some of the possible threats to validity of results of this study
have been discussed. Corrupted data or incorrect program execution in ASP.NET, SQL server man-
agement and API’s test cases are actual threats in internal validity in this research. The experimental
procedure is implemented in ASP.NET 3.5 framework installed on a pc with Intel @ Court i7-3770
CPU @ 3.40 GHz 3.40 GHz installed with 16 GB ram. The conclusion of this research is consistent
but there is a possibility of validity and bias threats for the regressing based blackbox testing against
selected test cases to create test suite of selection, conduct analysis, experimental setup process or result
phase of the study. Therefore, in regression testing has some fundamental concerns like effectiveness
and accuracy in test case selection and change detection with consistency. The proposed algorithm to
recognize the primary study is concluded by deliberating bias, external validity and internal validity
suggested and suggested by Berk et al. [41]. For further validation, the unambiguousness of the
proposed study will contribute to evaluating the reliability of the effects results for the researchers. The
regression test case selection and change detection results determine that this study’s justification is
vital and needs more attention, as discussed in the introduction section. In the foregoing, an enhanced
regression test case selection and change detection approach need more concentration for integrity,
security, interoperability and inconsistencies of regression testing [42].

There is the probability to avoid some studies for the reason that of grey areas of study related
to regression test case selection, such as the contribution of solution techniques and the relationship
between test case selection and change detection, testing techniques and testing levels. This study is
connected with numerous software testing group of people, quality assurance, information systems,
service oriented architecture (SOA), and web service testing. An enhanced regression testing approach
to select test suite persistent uncertainty in quality parameters selection and detection to determine
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appropriate and sensitive quality attributes such as time and efficiency are essential, which put the
business of the software industry at stake.

6 Conclusion

The main goal of regression test case selection and detection of the modified change approach
is to select a test suit that determines quality parameters such as time and efficiency are important
to improve regression testing techniques. The result evaluation shows that the analysis efficiently
identifies how by splitting the test case selection and detecting modified changes to reduce TCS time
in three phases. (A) The analysis or exploration phase selects TC for a retest based on test case
modifications, (B) the detection of actual change for modified test cases and (C) the collection phase
calculation of the time of selection material from the running test suite version. Our proposed approach
significantly reduces TCS execution time by following the mentioned three phases to getting expected
results and improves the TCS technique within the given time frame. Our proposed approach decreases
the execution time and redundancy of the duplicate TC and detects only modified changes. Therefore,
selecting test suite persistent uncertainty in quality parameters selection and detection to determine
appropriate and sensitive quality attributes such as efficiency and accuracy is also important, which
puts the software industry’s business at stake. For future research, an enhanced regression testing
approach needs more concentration for performance, accuracy, security, and re-usability of regression
testing.
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